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Abstract 

A methodology for developing resistivity-moisture content relationships of materials associated with a 

clayey landslide is presented. Key elements of the methodology include sample selection and preparation, 

laboratory measurement of resistivity with changing moisture content, and the derivation of models 

describing the relationship between resistivity and moisture content. 

Laboratory resistivity measurements show that the techniques utilised (samples and square array) have 

considerable potential as a means of electropetrophysical calibration of engineering soils and weak rock. 

Experimental electrical resistivity results show a hierarchy of values dependent on sample lithology, with 

silty clay exhibiting the lowest resistivities, followed by siltstones and sands, which return the highest 

resistivities. In addition, finer grained samples show a greater degree of anisotropy between measurement 

orientations than coarser grained samples.  

However, suitability of results in light of issues such as sample cracking and electrical conduction must be 

identified and accounted for if the results are to be accurately up-scaled to inverted model resistivity results. 

The existence of directional anisotropy makes model calibration curve selection more difficult due to 

variability in the range of measured laboratory resistances.  

The use of larger measurement array size means that experimental data will be more representative of bulk 

lithological properties. In addition, use of electrodes with a relatively high surface area (wide diameter) help 

maintain low contact resistances and repeat measurement error, relative to narrow electrodes. 

Variation exists between the fit of experimental data and petrophysical models. Model fit is best for clay-

dominated samples but fits less well for sand-dominated samples. Waxman-Smits equation is appropriately 

applied in this investigation as all samples have considerable clay mineral content, as is shown in non-

negligible CEC results. The incorporation of pressure plate suction measurements on samples, allows 

suction dissipation to be quantified and evaluated alongside moisture content and electrical resistivity.   
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1.  Introduction 



The moisture content of natural soils is affected by climatic, seasonal and environmental factors such as 

rainfall amount and intensity, as well as evapotranspiration. Intense rainfall and rapid infiltration is widely 

accepted as one of the principal landslide triggers as slope materials tend to reduce in shear strength as 

they reach saturation (Friedel et al., 2006; Cruden & Varnes, 1996; Bell., 2007; Dijkstra and Dixon, 2010; 

Dijkstra et al., 2014), with a major contributing factor in clay slope instability being the reduction in pore 

suction associated with elevated moisture content (Toll et al., 2011; Lourenco et al., 2009).  

Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) provides a means of spatially characterising and monitoring the 

subsurface (Loke et al., 2013). It can provide information on lithological variability and is also sensitive to 

changes in soil moisture content. It is particularly effective when deployed as a time-lapse monitoring tool 

where, once the influence of temperature has been determined (Hayley et al., 2007), changes in resistivity 

can be related to subsurface moisture dynamics (Brunet et al., 2010; Chambers et al., 2014). ERT 

monitoring has therefore proven to be a useful tool for investigating slope hydrology when installed on 

rainfall-induced landslides (Jongmans et al., 2007; Di Maio et al., 2011; Lebourg et al., 2005; Supper et al., 

2014). However, no studies have yet attempted to quantitatively convert electrical resistivity information, 

recorded from landslide electrical resistivity monitoring, into subsurface soil moisture content. 

The relationship between a soil’s electrical properties and moisture content vary according to the soils’ 
composition and, in particular, the proportion and type of clay minerals (Shevnin et al., 2007; Russell and 

Barker, 2010). Consequently, for quantitative moisture content information to be extracted from ERT 

monitoring results, resistivity-moisture relationships must be modelled using either in-situ or laboratory 

measurements (Brunet et al., 2010; Binley et al., 2002). In the case of a slope comprising several different 

lithologies, property relationships linking resistivity and moisture content may need to be determined for 

each material type. 

In this study we consider a methodology for developing resistivity-moisture content relationships of 

materials associated with a clayey landslide. Key elements of the methodology include sample selection 

and preparation, laboratory measurement of resistivity with changing moisture content, and the derivation 

of models describing the relationship between resistivity and moisture content. The samples considered in 

this study were taken from a shallow slow moving multiple earth slide – earth flow in North Yorkshire, UK. 

The study site has been the focus of previous geophysical and geotechnical investigations (e.g. Merritt et 

al., 2013) and ongoing monitoring using 4D ERT. Crucially, it comprises features common to many clayey 

landslides in Lias mudrocks. It is anticipated that the type of property relationship information derived from 

this study could eventually be applied to the interpretation of 2D and 3D ERT time series data to 

quantitatively assess moisture content changes. Quantitative spatial and temporal information on moisture 

dynamics coupled with geotechnical thresholds for slope failure (Eichenberger et al. 2013; Sorbino and 

Nicotera 2013) could then be used to provide early warning of potential slope instability. 

 2. Methodology 

2.1 Sample selection and preparation 

The landslide considered in this study is located 4 miles west of the market town of Malton, North 

Yorkshire, UK. The field site is farm pasture land and is a south-facing hill slope, dipping at approximately 

12°. The hill slope is composed of four geological formations of Lower Jurassic and Middle Jurassic age 

(Fig.1), and – from the top of the slope and decreasing in age – are Dogger Formation (DF), Whitby 



Mudstone Formation (WMF), Staithes Sandstone Formation (SSF) and located at the base of the slope and 

occupying the broad embayment is Redcar Mudstone Formation (RMF) (Chambers et al., 2011; Merritt et 

al., 2013). The landslide system occurs predominantly within the Whitby Mudstone Formation. 

In March 2010 a drilling campaign was undertaken, using a percussion drilling Dando Terrier rig. Eight 

boreholes were drilled and cores of 0.12m diameter retrieved. These cores were subjected to geotechnical 

index testing, including particle size analysis (PSA) (Merritt et al., 2013). Upon completion of the index 

testing and subsequent production of core logs (Fig. 2), a series of six samples were extracted from their 

core, to obtain soil moisture – resistivity relationships through laboratory testing. These 0.14m long core 

samples were inserted into sealable, half-core troughs (Fig. 3), thus allowing sample moisture content to be 

monitored and controlled. The locations of the six samples are displayed in Figure 2 and were selected to 

be representative to the major lithologies associated with the landslide. In addition, gradational boundaries 

were avoided as were localised structural features such as landslide shear surfaces.  

 

2.2 Measurement procedure 

The electrical resistance of soil samples (and saline solutions used during trough calibration) were 

measured using National Instruments NI-4461 digital signal analyser (DSA) linked to a preamplifier and 

variable resistor (Figure 3). The instrument is similar to that employed by Slater et al (2002) and provides a 

means of undertaking a four-point measurement of transfer resistance. Measurement of the potential was 

made in the frequency-domain in the range of 0.1 Hz to 1000 Hz. A reference resistance was matched to 

the initial cell resistance (at 1000 Hz) and a comparison was made between the measured waveform at the 

potential electrodes with that across the reference resistor (Vanhala et al., 1995). The waveform difference 

was recorded as decibel noise, dB, and the relationship between decibel noise and the initial cell resistance 

is a power law ツ岫捗韮岻 噺 ツ琢奪脱 抜 など盤朝岫肉韮岻 態待エ 匪 
Equation 1. Sample electrical resistance at frequency, ツ岫捗韮岻, as a function of cell resistance, ツ琢奪脱 and 

magnitude of recorded noise as a function of frequency, 軽岫捗韮岻. 
The resistance measurement was made using the square array measurement type (see Figure 3a). For 

practical reasons, the electrode array was placed directly into the open, upper surface of the half-core. As 

with the methodology introduced in Russell et al (2010), two measurement array sizes were made, a 50 

mm (5 cm) and a 10 mm (1 cm) square array. These two electrode array sizes were implemented to 

investigate the effects of sedimentary structure and fissuring of varying scales. A total of four 

measurements were made for each array size and each moisture content, by positioning the measurement 

array electrode guide in the same position in the sample each time.  

Constant electrode penetration depth was maintained throughout the resistance measurement, and 

electrodes were given a slight taper to minimise sample disturbance during insertion. Electrodes were 

composed of two materials; 50 mm array electrodes were composed of 4 mm diameter stainless steel 

(grade 316) and penetrated 25 mm and the 1 cm array electrodes were composed of 2 mm diameter silver 

alloy (Ag) and penetrated 40 mm. 



In addition to two array sizes (Figure 3b), electrical measurements were performed in two orientations, one 

parallel (Orientation A) and one perpendicular to bedding (Orientation B), thus allowing analysis of 

directional anisotropy of electrical resistivity attributed to the effect of sedimentary structure. The main 

difference between the method utilised here and that used by Russell et al (2010) is that here, repeated 

measurements in each orientation are performed to estimate measurement errors, and that measurements 

were taken on undisturbed soil core samples, instead of reconstituted soil. The benefit of testing 

undisturbed samples is that variation in electrical properties attributed to sedimentary structure can be 

investigated.  

Electrical resistance measurements performed on the soil samples were converted to electrical resistivity 

through applying a geometric factor, 倦. This conversion factor was determined by filling troughs with a 

series of NaCl saline solutions of known electrical conductivities (measured using conductivity probe) and 

measuring the solution resistance using the laboratory DSA and pre-amplifier. Linear interpolation of the 

solutions’ electrical resistivities  and respective resistances was used to determine 倦. 倦 噺 貢銚 迎エ  

Equation 2. Relationship between apparent resistivity (持珊), resistance (三) and geometric factor (暫). 

Care was taken to ensure that the saline solution resistivities were representative of the range of sample 

resistivities to confirm that the geometric factor is independent of the sample resistivity. Figure 4 shows the 

relationship between solution electrical resistivity and measured resistance, along with geometric factor, for 

each of the electrical measurement orientations performed.  

Sample temperatures were monitored throughout the experiments using a thermometer probe. All electrical 

measurements were normalised to the mean air temperature (MAT, °C) at the Hollin Hill field site, 10°C. 

The conversion between the measured sample temperature in the laboratory and MAT was made 

assuming that 2% ッ貢=1°C-1 (Hayley et al., 2010; Hayley et al., 2007; Chambers et al., 2014; Brunet et al., 

2010). 

Samples were incrementally air-dried in steps of between 2% and 5% from ambient moisture content, and 

a further set of resistance measurements performed on all samples at their new moisture content. The 

gravimetric moisture content of the soil was determined at each drying increment and was determined by 罫 噺 岫兼栂 伐 兼鳥岻【兼鳥   
Equation 3. Formula for determining soil gravimetric moisture content, 罫, where, 兼栂  is the incremental 
weight of soil and 兼鳥  is the dry weight of the soil (Head, 2006). 

After the samples reached their lowest dry weight by air-drying they were progressively re-wetted with de-

ionised water and resistances were measured. Care was taken to perform several resistance 

measurements at moisture contents within the range already tested during incremental drying, thus 

highlighting clear reciprocity (and any hysteresis present) between resistance measurements. Upon re-

wetting beyond ambient moisture content, until water pooled on the sample surfaces, soil samples were 

oven dried at 50 °C until completely dry (no more loss of mass) and the sample dry weight was determined 

by a precise mass balance. Samples were not oven dried at 105°C as per Head (2006) as the PVC troughs 

would have melted. 



Repeat measurements were performed at half of the moisture content increments for each of the six 

samples. Resistivity measurement error assessment is more understandable if repeat measurement error 

is represented as a percentage of the forward resistivity (貢捗 ) measurement, with percentage errors, 

calculated as, and where repeat resistivity (貢追):  継眺ガ 噺 岫岫貢捗 伐 貢追岻【に岻 エ 貢捗 岻 ゲ などど 

Equation 4. Repeat measurement percentage error 継眺ガ analysis of sample resistivity measurements. 

2.3  Electropetrophysical Modelling 

Several approaches have been developed for modelling the relationship between resistivity – moisture 

content of geological materials. Two of the most commonly applied are Archie’s Law (Archie., 1942), which 

accounts electrical conductance through the electrolyte, and the Waxman-Smits model (Waxman and 

Smits, 1968), which also accounts for electrical conduction in the electrical double layer (EDL), near clay 

mineral surfaces. Due to the clayey nature of the samples considered here, the Waxman-Smits model has 

been applied in this study. 

The original Waxman and Smits equation (Waxman and Smits, 1968) is given as 

貢 噺 繋鯨津 磐 な貢栂 髪 稽芸塚鯨 卑貸怠
 

Equation 5. Original Waxman-Smits Equation 

where 貢 is formation resistivity, 鯨 the formation saturation, 券 a saturation exponent, 繋 the formation factor, 貢栂 is the pore fluid resistivity, 稽 the average mobility of the ions and 芸塚 is the cation concentration per unit 

pore volume (meq cm-3) of the EDL (Revil et al., 1998a). The surface conductivity (S m-1) can be expressed 

as the product of 芸塚 and 稽 購鎚 噺 稽芸塚 

Equation 6. Surface conductivity in the Electrical Double Layer of clay minerals 

Cation exchange capacity, 潔 ,has units meq/100g, and average mobility of the ions, 稽 , is commonly 

described as the equivalent conductivity of the compensating counterion, (S m-1) cm3  meq-1. 芸塚  and 稽 

(Revil et al., 1998b; Brovelli et al., 2005) are determined by 芸塚 噺  岫な 伐 砿岻貢直潔【などど砿 

Equation 7. Cation concentration per unit pore volume, 芸塚 稽 噺  ね┻は岫な 伐 ど┻は継捲喧岷伐購栂【な┻ぬ峅岻 

Equation 8. Average mobility of cations, 稽, SI units of (S m-1) cm3 meq-1 and where units of 購栂 are S m-1. 

The Waxman-Smits equation can be modified to incorporate gravimetric moisture content (罫, GMC) rather 

than saturation (Chambers et al., 2014), i.e.,  



貢 噺 繋 峭 砿貢栂岫な 伐 砿岻貢直罫嶌津 峭購栂 髪 稽 岾 潔貢栂などど罫峇嶌貸怠
 

Equation 8. Modified Waxman-Smits Equation, where 算 is cation exchange capacity in meq/100g. 

where, 砿 is the soil porosity, 貢栂 is the water density (assumed to be 1 g cm-3), 貢直 is the particle density, g 

cm-3, and 罫 is soil gravimetric moisture content (GMC), %. In this study, the electrical conductivity of the 

pore fluid (groundwater), 購栂, S m-1, was established using the Solinst LTC Levelogger Junior, a down hole 

installed piezometer which was installed in the flow region of the Hollin Hill landslide system. An average 

pore fluid conductivity of 0.098 S m-1 (10.13 Ωm) was determined over a 10-month logging period. Pore 

fluid conductivity it observed to vary between 9.06 Ωm and 11.10 Ωm during the logging period, such 

variation magnitude leads to a negligible effect on Waxman-Smit Modelling. 

The original form of Waxman-Smits equation relates moisture content to saturation using soil porosity. Clay 

rich soils, such as the Whitby Mudstone Formation investigated at Hollin Hill, exhibit variable porosity with 

change in moisture content, attributed to the shrink-swell capability of certain clay minerals. Porosity was 

assumed constant during modelling, and appears as a multiplicative factor in the modified Waxman-Smits 

Equation that only affects the formation factor. The formation factor is itself one of the fitting parameters of 

the resistivity-moisture content curve. 

Geotechnical parameters, 潔 , 砿  and 貢直  were determined through geotechnical testing. These input 

parameters were passed to the Waxman-Smits model to determine 繋 and 券. The curve was iteratively fitted 

using the ‘findMinimum’ function of Mathematica. 

Waxman-Smits Modelling 

Where no data was available to constrain the saturation factor (券) an arbitrary value of 2 (Telford., 1990) is 

often assigned to this parameter. However, this value does vary between models and examples of 

saturation exponent from literature vary between 1.0 and 2.87 (Ulrich and Slater, 2004; Keelan et al., 

1979). Saturation (券) and formation factors 岫繋岻 are fitted parameters of modified Waxman-Smits equation, 

the equation applied in this investigation. 

The Waxman-Smits modelling procedure was performed a total of 36 times for all samples, and wetting and 

drying curves were fitted together due to lack hysteresis between measurement data. Each of the six 

samples had two sets of resistivity measurements modelled, one applied to the 50mm array, the other to 

the 10mm array. Each of the two array sizes had two orientations curve-modelled (orientations A and B) as 

well as their arithmetic average. Cation exchange capacity values range between 25.90 meq/100g, for the 

silty clay of Sample 1 and 6.40 meq/100g for the sand of Sample 3. Porosity is seen to vary between 0.47 

for the silty clay of Sample 1 and 0.32 for the siltstone of Sample 6 and particle density varies slightly 

between 2.69 and 2.74, Table 1.      

2.4 Soil Moisture, Matric Suction & Electrical Resistivity 

It is widely assumed that most landslides are triggered by rainfall (Cruden and Varnes., 1996), and that 

landslide events can often be correlated with rainfall events; however, it is the changes in pore water 

pressures as a consequence of rainfall infiltration which are the cause of slope activations (Toll et al., 

2011). When rainfall infiltrates, the suctional forces, or negative pore water pressures, which under normal 



conditions act to increase the strength and therefore stabilise the soil, reduce the frictional component of 

the soils strength (Barnes., 2010). It is these seasonally and temporally transient near surface pore water 

pressure changes that, if sufficiently large can induce landslides (Toll et al., 2011). 

We have therefore also considered the relationship between pore suction and moisture content for samples 

recovered from the study site. To achieve this we developed soil water retention curves via the pressure 

outflow method using a Pressure Plate apparatus. Two samples of about 0.5kg were extracted from the 

core within active flow material of BH5 and BH7 (their exact locations relative to landslide structure are 

shown in Figure 3).  The two samples originated from BH5 0.4 m and BH7 1.3 m. Both were saturated by 

immersion in water for a week until visibly saturated. Six cylindrical plastic trays (10mm deep and 40mm 

wide) were weighed and placed on to the surface of the porous pressure plate apparatus. A small square of 

kitchen roll was placed into the tray to act as a base for the saturated soil samples and sit between the 

porous plate and the sample yet still permit hydraulic connectivity between soil and plate. Three of the six 

trays were filled with the clay earthflow material of BH5 0.4 m, the other three filled with sandier earthflow 

material of BH7 1.3 m. Each filled tray was weighed and re-placed onto the plate before closing and sealing 

the pressure plate apparatus and commencing suction testing over a pressure range of 1100 kPa.  

Here, pore water pressure variations (due to matrix suction development and dissipation) related to 

changes in moisture content as soil samples are wetted/dried are quantified in the laboratory. These GMC-

suction measurements are then converted to electrical resistivity, using an appropriate Waxman-Smit 

model and an assessment is made of the suitability of ERT as a proxy for soil suctions. 

3  Results 

3.1  Laboratory measurements 

All of the six samples exhibit a general trend of increasing resistivity with decreasing gravimetric moisture 

content (Figures 5 & 6). This increase in resistivity is most pronounced for the fine sand of Sample 3 

(Figure 5), which shows a resistivity increase of four orders of magnitude with only a 4 % moisture content 

change (between 1 % and 5 % GMC). The clays of Samples 1 and 2 (Figure 5) also show increases in soil 

resistivity with decreasing moisture content, however, the magnitude of resistivity increases – at the lowest 

MC - are much less abrupt than Sample 3, with a 100-150 Ωm increase taking place over a moisture 

content decrease of 20 % (at lowest GMC).  The silt and siltstone of Samples 5 and 6 (Figure 6) exhibit a 

resistivity increase of 2-3 orders of magnitude over a moisture content range of 10 % (at lowest GMC) and 

shows intermediate responses,  between the large increases in resistivity at low moisture contents of the 

Sample 3 (sand), and the much smaller resistivity increases at low moisture contents seen for the clays of 

Samples 1 and 2.  

The two electrode array sizes that were considered during soil resistivity measurement and results reveal 

several trends. Firstly, resistivity at specific moisture content varies with both array size and measurement 

orientation. It can be seen that the measurements perpendicular to bedding, for both the 50 mm and 10 mm 

arrays, generally return higher resistivity values than the measurements parallel to bedding. The exception 

to this trend is the silty clay of Sample 4 whose results from the 10mm array and oriented parallel to 

bedding return the lowest resistivity values for much of the moisture content range. Sample 3 (sand) shows 

divergence of resistivity values between the 50 mm and 10 mm array sizes at the drier end of the moisture 

content scale, and minimal resistivity difference between measurement orientations. Resistivities for both 



array sizes and measurement orientations of Samples 1 and 2 exhibit little scatter throughout the moisture 

content range.  

The relationship between resistivity, electrode orientation and moisture content is less clear for Samples 4. 

The silty clay soil of Sample 4 (Figure 6) exhibits little scatter in resistivity both between measurement 

orientations and electrode array sizes over the majority of the moisture content range. However, between 4 

% and 12 % moisture content the 10 mm, bedding-perpendicular orientated resistivity measurement is 

lower than might be expected with respect to their surrounding resistivity values. Soil resistivity values from 

Sample 4 show very little divergence (with the exception of the 10 mm, bedding-perpendicular orientated 

resistivities described previously) between values from the two square array sizes.  

The clayey, sandy laminated silt of Sample 5 shows bedding-perpendicular orientated resistivity values 

consistently higher than those orientated bedding-parallel. Resistivity values for a specific measurement 

orientation do not show the same degree of coincidence as the other samples, there is a clear difference 

between the resistivities measured between the 50 mm and 10 mm array sizes and this difference is 

exhibited by all measurements carried out on Sample 5. Resistivity measurements utilising the 10mm array 

produce the highest and lowest values, with the two 50 mm array measurements positioned between the 

minimum and maximum 10 mm derived values.  

Conversely, it is the 50 mm array which produces the highest and lowest resistivity values of Sample 6. 

This apparent disparity between two lithologically similar samples can be explained in terms of the 

pervasiveness, scale and range of soil drying processes such as soil desiccation. In terms of electrical 

resistivity, the silts and siltstones of Samples 5 and 6 plot between the higher resistivities of Sample 3 and 

the lower resistivities of Samples 1, 2 and 4.  

Electrical resistivity results show a hierarchy of values dependent on sample lithology, with silty clay 

exhibiting the lowest resistivities, followed by siltstones and sands, which return the highest resistivities. In 

addition, finer grained samples show a greater degree of anisotropy between measurement orientations 

than coarser grained samples.  

Repeat percentage errors for resistivity measurements reveal that repeat errors are highest for resistivity 

measurements performed at the lowest gravimetric moisture contents (GMC). Measurements using the 

10mm square array almost consistently provide the highest repeat error throughout, as errors using the 

equivalent 50 mm square array are often up to five times lower. Repeat measurement errors of the 50 mm 

array are consistently lower than those from the 10 mm square array, which appear to vary much more 

sporadically with only small changes in moisture content. Repeat electrical measurement error ranges 

between 5 % for all samples at the highest GMC but generally rise to 15 % at the lowest GMC (~1-5 % 

GMC). Several repeat measurement outliers exist at low GMC of up to 25 %.   

3.2  Electropetrophysical modelling 

Mirroring laboratory electrical results, Waxman-Smits models fitted to these data are in accordance with 

many of the trends observed in laboratory results. Models pertaining to bedding-perpendicular 

measurements consistently return higher resistances than bedding-parallel, with the only exception being 

Sample 4, 10 mm array. Several models converge at the higher end of the GMC range, Sample 3, 50 mm 

and Sample 6, 10 mm exhibit this model feature. Models are presented as red and blue solid lines on 



Figures 5 and 6, along with resistivity measurement results. Model fitting parameters and input parameters 

are displayed in Table 1. 

In order to quantify the effect of cracking on the electro-petrophysical model of Sample 6 and bedding-

perpendicular, the modelling was performed a second time (Figure 6, Table 1). The removal of crack 

affected laboratory measurements reduces the model’s resistivities slightly at high GMC but remains 

consistent with the crack affected model at low GMC. 

 

 

Table 1. Results of Waxman-Smit modelling of electropetrophysical properties of landslide material. Where, 稽 and 購栂 are input parameters and 2.04 (S m-1) cm3  meq-1 and 0.098 S m-1 respectively. 貢栂 is water density 
and is assumed to be 1 g cm-3. 

Model error is a measure of the misfit between experimental data and associated petrophysical model and 

in this investigation ranges between 18.5 % and 205 %. The bedding-parallel, 10mm square array 

measurements records %RMS errors almost consistently double those associated with the 50mm array, an 

example being Sample 1, 57.1 % and 31.3 % respectively. Sample 6 is the only exception to this trend, as 

50mm (orient. A, bedding-parallel) %RMS is higher than 10mm at 76.0 % and 49.0 %. 

Errors associated with bedding-perpendicular measurements generally follow this pattern, as Sample 1 

orientation B is the only sample which records a %RMS error higher for 50 mm array than 10 mm array. 

Removing crack affected experimental data from the 50mm array model decreases the %RMS from 41.8 % 

to 33.9 %.    



The fine sand of Sample 3 records some of the highest %RMS errors of the investigation, ranging between 

68.2 % and 132.8 %.  The 10mm array model errors pertaining to Sample 4 are high relative to their 50 mm 

array model errors, falling between 58.7 % and 205.4 % and are considered further in the discussion. 

Model curve errors are therefore generally higher for the 10 mm array and for the sand samples, compared 

to silty clay samples, and are attributed to contact resistance issues.  

 

Table. 2. Waxman-Smits model misfit errors between laboratory experimental data and petrophysical 
model. Misfit errors are recorded as percentage root-mean-square error (%RMS). 

3.3  Soil moisture retention & electrical resistivity relationships 

Soil moisture retention curves are presented in Figure 7. The two samples, when compared, show several 

similarities and differences. Firstly, the clay-rich earthflow material of BH5 has a much higher gravimetric 

moisture content range than the sand-rich earthflow material of BH7, ranging between 30.5 %-49.2 % and 

10.6 %-18.7 % respectively for the pressure range tested. Thus, indicating the differing abilities to retain 

soil moisture in quasi-static conditions. Both samples reveal that moisture contents reduce relatively rapidly 

at low suctions (100-400 kPa), but as suctions increase beyond 400-600 kPa moisture contents 

incrementally reduce by much less. Using the sand of BH7 as an example; a suction increase from 100 kPa 

to 300 kPa results in a moisture content decrease of 2.4% change in GMC, as oppose to between 900 kPa 

to 1100 kPa which saw GMC drop by just 1.2%.  

The range of resistivities exhibited throughout the suction measurements is markedly different between the 

two samples. The clay has relatively low resistivities of between 7.7 Ωm at high GMC to 13.6 Ωm at low 

GMC. In contrast, the sand of BH7 records much higher resistivities for the same suction range between 

98.4 Ωm at high GMC to 228.4 Ωm at low GMC.   

The results of soil moisture retention measurements reveal that the suctions pertaining to the sand rich flow 

material (Figure 7) varies over narrow range of moisture contents, but that these correspond to a wider 

range of resistivity compared to the clay flow.  

4  Discussion 

4.1 Electrical properties of landslide materials 

The six samples all show that soil resistivity increases as soil moisture content decreases. This relationship 

can be attributed to the manner in which electrical current flows through the soil samples as a function of 

soil moisture content. The geological materials tested here are soils and weak sedimentary rocks. They are 

granular and exist as a solid mineral assemblage phase with associated pore fluid, i.e. air and water. The 

flow of electrical current is predominantly within the pore fluid as movement of charged ions in the 



electrolyte. In clay rich soils there will also be a significant component of flow within the EDL associated 

with clay mineral surfaces.  

Almost without exception, bedding-perpendicular measurements record higher resistivities than their 

bedding-parallel equivalents. This feature is attributed to the orientation of current flow relative to the 

prevailing sedimentary structure of the sample, structure such as bedding and preferential alignment of 

platy minerals. This anisotropy is most pronounced in finer-grained lithologies and less well developed in 

coarser-grained lithologies. Therefore, lithology and pervasive, sedimentological structure have a profound 

effect on the directional anisotropy of the electrical properties of geological materials. 

Differences between measured electrical resistivity trends for each array are generally low, however, 

differences can be attributed to the volume of sample imaged by each array (smaller array will ‘sample’ a 
smaller volume of material). Smaller array sizes will be more greatly influenced by structures such as 

cracks and bedding planes. Larger arrays, on the other hand, will be more capable of averaging out sample 

structures. 

In several instances, elevated 50 mm array resistivity measurements were associated with desiccation 

taking place along bedding planes within the samples. An example of where this process occurred is the 

siltstone of Sample 6 between 5 % and 12 % GMC.  

Repeat measurement error is attributed to contact resistances and the electrode surface area available to 

make contact with the sample. Higher contact resistances are responsible for repeat measurement errors 

being highest at low moisture contents, whereas, measurement error is higher for the 10 mm array that the 

50 mm array due to the former having a smaller surface area to make sample contact. Relatively low repeat 

measurement errors are exhibited at higher moisture contents because of the ease with which current is 

transmitted into and out of the samples. 

4.2 Laboratory experimentation and modelling 

Trough calibration using saline solution and subsequent application of a geometric factor and temperature 

correction enables a robust estimate of sample resistivity to be made. Field resistivity measurements also 

take into account both the geometry of electrical measurements during the inversion process and 

temperature effects post-inversion by normalising field resistivity to a pre-defined temperature. Therefore 

the laboratory determined property relationships can be effectively applied to field resistivity results due to 

standardising the physical treatment of data. 

Siltstone of Sample 6 experienced significant desiccation cracking during the drying phase of resistivity 

experimentation, which acted to increase resistivity at low GMC, and so rendered several measurements of 

resistivity-moisture content unrepresentative of the SSF as a whole. This could be resolved by performing 

electrical measurements on samples maintained at their in situ confining pressures and applying an 

overburden load.  

Where high %RMS misfit errors occur these are attributed to additional processes taking place in the 

samples which Waxman-Smits equation does not account for. For example, Sample 4, 10 mm array 

measurements have 4 measurements that fall below the expected resistivity curve and as a result a model 

fit error of 205%. The exact reason for this is unknown, but could be attributed to coarse sand-sized iron 

stone clasts permitting electronic conduction within the sample. However, this hypothesis may not be 

correct, as it is likely that electronic conductivity would affect measurements at all moisture contents. 



Sample 4, 10mm array measurements are strongly affected by coarse sand-sized iron stone clasts, which 

permit electronic conductivity, thus explaining the 205 % %RMS model error.  

Sample 3 is a free-draining, fine sand with a relatively low CEC (compared to other samples) and records 

high model misfit of between 68.2 % and 132.8 %. This apparently less well fitted model is potentially due 

to the sand developing a water table and therefore contains two zones with different GMCs. But could 

equally be explained by the existence of low clay content soils possessing a discontinuous electrical double 

layer (Wehrer et al., 2014). 

4.3 Waxman-Smit Equation and Shrinkable Clays 

Samples that contained large proportions of clay minerals, samples 1 and 2 in particular, experienced 

considerable shrinkage and swelling when drying and wetting the samples in the laboratory. The shrink-

swell process has the effect of altering the porosity of the lithology, which has a profound effect on the 

sample porosity and therefore, the Waxman-Smit model. The degree of shrinkage and swelling of samples 

was measured throughout the laboratory experiment and porosity change (Fig.8a) was modelled (Head, 

2002). The Waxman-Smit models were remodelled and taking into account the porosity variability and 

results are presented in Figure 8. Accounting for shrinkage in clay-dominated lithologies creates models 

with lower %RMS errors, when compared to porosity constant Waxman-Smit models. Samples 1 and 2 

both show a reduction of 7.1 % and 0.5 % in %RMS error when porosity is incorporated into the 

electropetrophysical model.  

4.4 Model parameter selection 

Resistivity measurements utilising the 50mm square array almost universally produce models with the 

lower %RMS errors than their 10mm square array equivalent. In addition to selecting which resistivity 

measurement square array size to model when modelling resistivity–GMC relationships, the decision as to 

which resistivity measurement orientation to use, one of either orientations A, B or an arithmetic average of 

A and B had to be made.  

The field resistivity measurements associated with this investigation are taken along 5 parallel lines which 

are installed – to within a few degrees - parallel to the maximum dip of the slope (12°). Earthflows are 

deposited roughly parallel to the slope surface, therefore, when field resistivity surveys are performed 

injected current is assumed to flow along bedding surfaces and flow slip surfaces. This hypothesis would 

justify the implementation of resistivity measurements utilising orientation A.  

However, another argument exists for opting to use the mean averages of resistivities measured by 

orientations A and B. Field measurements of electrical resistance are modelled and in doing so converted 

to electrical resistivity through the inversion process. The inversion process takes a series of surface four-

point measurements and builds a model of the subsurface structure which best-matches the raw surface 

field measurements. Conventional inversion algorithms do not account for anisotropy. It would therefore not 

increase the accuracy of ERT derived gravimetric moisture content results by generating orientationally 

specific data to an inverse model that does not accommodate the geometric subtleties of such data.  

4.5 Soil moisture retention and resistivity 



Soil matric suctions occur over a small moisture content range but over a large resistivity change in sandy 

material relative to clay rich material. Conversely, suction variation within clay occurs over a high range of 

moisture contents but a low range of resistivity. In terms of slope instability processes, suctions dissipate 

due to a smaller increase of GMC in the sand flow compared to the clay flow whose moisture contents 

dissipate over double the GMC range. Therefore, in order to monitor soil matric suction evolution in a clay 

slope using ERT monitoring the system would have to be sufficiently sensitive so as to observe a small 

range of resistivity, as this equates to a wide range of matric suctions.  

It should be noted that water-pressure-saturation relationships recreated in laboratory conditions are not 

fully representative of exact field conditions. This is because during pressure plate testing and sample re-

wetting the natural pore structure of soils is destroyed. 

5 Conclusions 

Laboratory resistivity measurements show that the techniques utilised (samples and square array) have 

considerable potential as a means of electropetrophysical calibration of engineering soils and weak rock. 

However, suitability of results in light of issues such as sample cracking and electrical conduction must be 

identified and accounted for if the results are to be accurately up-scaled to inverted model resistivity results. 

The existence of directional anisotropy makes model calibration curve selection more difficult due to 

variability in the range of measured laboratory resistances.  

However, use of the larger measurement array size means that experimental data will be more 

representative of bulk lithological properties. In addition, use of electrodes with a relatively high surface 

area (wide diameter) help maintain low contact resistances and repeat measurement error, relative to 

narrow electrodes. 

Model fit varies widely, fit is best for clay-dominated WMF-derived samples but fits less well for sand-

dominated samples. Waxman-Smits equation is appropriately applied in this investigation as all samples 

have considerable clay mineral content, as can is shown in non-negligible CEC results. 

Incorporation of pressure plate, suction measurements on samples allows suction dissipation to be 

quantified and evaluated alongside moisture content.   
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Figure 1. Geological maps of the field site, showing major lithological and geomorphological 
divisions and borehole locations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 2. Location and depth of soil samples selected for laboratory electrical resistivity 
measurements and suction testing (by pressure plate). Presented core logs are interpreted in 
terms landslide deposit type and are adapted from Merritt et al (2013). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 3. a) (left) Electrical circuit diagram of Digital Signal Analyser circuit board and pre-amplifier 
experimental setup (adapted from Ntarlagiannis et al., 2005) b) (right) Diagram of sample 
trough along with electrode array locations, measurement dimensions and current flow 
directions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 4. Relationship between saline solution electrical resistivity (持珊), measured electrical 
resistance (三) and calculated geometric factor (暫) for each electrode array size and 
measurement orientation.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 5. Electrical resistivity – soil moisture content relationship of earthflow deposits of the 
Hollin Hill landslide system. Presented are the associated Waxman-Smits models for each of the 
electrical measurement orientations. 

 



 

Figure 6. Electrical resistivity – soil moisture content relationship of slump deposits and in-situ 
material of the Hollin Hill landslide system. Presented are the associated Waxman-Smits models for 
each of the electrical measurement orientations. 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 7. Soil moisture retention curve of two earthflow samples, extracted from Hollin Hill soil cores. 
a) (left) BH7,1.30 m, and b) (right) BH5, 0.40 m. NB, non-linear electrical resistivity axes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 8. Comparison between Waxman-Smit models between porosity-constant and porosity-
variable models. 

 


